
Grade   6   Learning   from   Home:   
Week   3   Tuesday   

Here   is   your   learning   to   complete   whilst   you   are   at   home   today.    If   you   have  
any   questions   please   feel   free   to   send   your   teacher   an   email   via   Compass   or  

Google   Classroom.    Have   a   wonderful   day   of   learning.  
 

WEBEX   SESSION   10am   -   Reading   (Approx   20   mins   Task(s)   +   30mins   Independent   Reading)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:    To   understand   what   an   inferential   question   is.  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- explain   what   an   inferential   question   is  
- read   questions   carefully  
- answer   inferential   questions.  

 
 

Activity   

 

After   our   Webex   meeting,    reread    Free   to   a   Good   Home    by   Colin   Thompson  
(resource   on   Google   Drive)  

On   your   reading   slide,   answer   the   following   inferential   questions   in   full   sentences:  

1. Why   do   you   think   Sally’s   mum   says   she   could   do   with   an   extra   pair   of  
hands   around   the   place?  

2. Why   do   the   police   officers   say   that   ‘people   who   lose   an   old   person   may  
feel   ashamed’?  

3. Why   do   you   think   the   old   lady   ‘had   never   been   so   happy   in   her   life’?  
4. Why   would   Mrs   Smith   need   extra   lavender   oil   in   her   bath?  
5. Why   do   you   think   ‘Granny’   taught   the   family   so   many   things   and   helped  

them   out   around   the   house?   
6. Look   at   the   illustrations   on   the   last   page   of   the   text.   Why   did   Colin  

Thompson   add   fairy   lights   to   his   illustration?   What   is   he   trying   to   show   us   by  
having   a   spark   of   electricity   coming   off   of   ‘Granny’?  

7. Why   would   everyone   pretend   they   didn’t   hear   Sally   say   ‘except   for  
Grandad’?  

After   this   you   are   to   complete   30mins   of   Independent   Reading   and   complete   a  
Track   or   work   on   your   Reading   Goal.  
 
Access   Reading   Eggspress   and   complete   your   assigned   activities   
 
Optional   Extra :   
Listen   to   ‘I   was   only   nineteen’   on   Storybox   Online   

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/stories/i-was-only-nineteen    (if   the   link   does   not  
work,   log   in   to   Storybox   library   using   the   login   and   password    taylorshill    and   search  
for   I   was   only   nineteen)  

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/stories/i-was-only-nineteen


How   does   the   story   make   you   feel?   Can   you   make   any   connections?   

Craig   Smith   portrays   an   historic   newspaper   clipping   in   his   illustrations.   Use   this   as  
inspiration   to   sketch   a   modern-day   news   image.   

What   you   need:   •   Art   materials   (pencils,   paints   etc.)   •   Paper   •   Ruler   

Choose   an   article   from   the   newspaper   about   ANZAC   Day   or   Australian   Soldiers.   

  Use   the   grid   drawing   method   to   illustrate   the   image   as   a   sketch.   -   Draw   a   grid  
over   the   top   of   the   newspaper   image.   Using   grey-lead   pencil,   draw   the   exact  
same   grid   pattern   on   a   blank   sheet   of   paper.   Focusing   on   one   square   at   a   time,  
draw   what   you   can   see   in   each   square   onto   your   blank   paper.    Erase   the  
grey-lead   grid   once   you   have   completed   your   image.   

 

 

  Writer’s   Notebook   /   Spelling   (Approx   30   -   40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:   
To   explore   ideas   using   a   picture   stimulus  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:   

- Use   my   brainstorm   to   write   a   quick   write  
- Think   about   the   ideas   trait:   is   my   idea   engaging?   Have   I   captured   my  

audiences’   attention?   Does   my   idea   make   sense?  
 

 

Activity  
 
 

On   your   Writer’s   Notebook   Slide:  

Your   Writers   Notebook   focus   this   week   is   on   ideas.   Ideas   refers   to   making   your  
story   interesting   and   hooking   the   reader   in   by   including   interesting   and  
descriptive   language   and   details.  

Using   your   ideas   from   yesterday,   pick   your   best   idea,   one   which   you   think   will  
draw   in   the   reader.   You   are   to   complete   a   Quick   Write   focussing   only   on   Ideas.  

-           How   are   you   going   to   make   the   story   interesting?  

-           What   details   will   you   include   to   hook   the   reader   in?  

-           Is   your   story   engaging   throughout   the   entire   piece?  

-           Does   your   story   make   sense?  

Remember,   it’s   a   Quick   Write.   You   may   like   to   have   a   10   minute   timer   and   write  
as   much   as   you   can   in   10   minutes.  

Then,   read   your   story   to   your   sibling,   parent   or   guardian   and   have   them   give   you  
feedback.  

-           Were   they   interested?  

-           Was   it   engaging?  



-           What   did   they   enjoy?  

-           What   can   you   improve?  

 
 
 
 
 

Spelling  
 

 
Learning   Intention:    To   understand   the   rules   and   generalisations   when  
doubling  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- Identify   the   rules   and   generalisations   when   doubling  
- Identify   words   where   you   need   to   double   when   adding   a   suffix  

Activity:  

Suffixes   are   a   letter   or   group   of   letters   added   to   the   end   of   a   word   to   change   it’s  
meaning   or   function.   For   example,   the   suffix    ed    changes   the   word   to   past   tense  
and   the   suffix    ing    changes   the   word   to   present   tense   and   becomes   a   verb,   such  
as   laughing,   swimming,   driving.  

Usually   words   that   end   in   a   single   vowel   +   consonant   and   add   ed   or   ing.   Eg:   skip  
→   skipped/skipping,   hop→   hopped/hopping  

On   a   new   page   in   your   Writing   Slide,   create   a   list   of   words   where   you   need   to  
double   when   adding   a   suffix.  

You   can   find   words   in   books   you   read   or   writing   pieces.   Try   not   to   use   the   internet.  

 

Number   (Approx   30   -   40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:     To   identify   prime   and   composite   numbers.  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- identify   prime   numbers  
- identify   composite   numbers.  

Activity   
 

On   your   Numeracy   Slide  
Your   task   for   today   is   in   Google   Classroom   and   the   instructions   are   there   as   well..   



 
Go   onto   Mathletics   and   complete   assigned   tasks   and   remember   you’re   aiming  
for   1000   points   a   week.   
 
Work   on   your   Multiplication   Facts.  

 

Personal   and   Social   (Approx   45   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention :    To   practise   using   positive   self-talk  

 

Success   Criteria:  
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

-   Understand   the   connection   that   positive   self-talk   has   on   emotions  

-   Use   positive   self-talk   when   dealing   with   challenging   situations  

 

Activity   
 
 

On   your   Personal   and   Social   Learning   Slide:  

Answer   the   following   2   about   the   following   scenario  

You   are   not   allowed   to   go   out   with   your   friends   because   you   did   not   finish   your  
homework.  

1. What   are   examples   of   negative   self   talk   in   the   scenario?  
2. What   kind   of   things   would   you   say   to   practise   positive   self-talk?  
3. Why   is   it   important   that   positive   self-talk   is   always   stronger   and   wins?  

 

 


